
LAKE FOREST, CA—When criminals commit crimes, 

they know that the delays encountered by crime 

victims when calling 911 give criminals more time to 

commit their crimes before responders are notified. 

By the time a victim gets through and provides dispatchers with 

incident details, minutes can go by while criminals wreak havoc as respond-

ers wait for incident information to be relayed to them by a dispatcher. 

With FAST11™, crime victims can now speak alert details into their 

phone which then get delivered directly to responders without needing to 

download an app or call 911. By eliminating the 911 delays above, responders can be notified sooner and can 

be on the scene faster without having to endure the notification delays caused by the 911 call-in process. 

When a life-threatening incident occurs such as an active shooter, responders can know where the shooter 

is before they arrive to enable them to find and stop the shooter sooner while avoiding a potential ambush. 

Responders can also receive updates as the incident is unfolding such as the shooter’s latest location.

Because FAST11 is easy to use, it can be on a person’s phone by simply scanning a QR code or tapping 

on a link. Responders can access the FAST11 alert monitor (https://fast11.net) in their vehicles and elsewhere 

using an existing internet browser. Each alert enables responders to hear the alerting-party’s incident details, 

see their location, access their call-back number, and other information. FAST11 alerts can also be instantly 

accessed by neighboring mutual-aid agencies to enable all responders to be on the same alert “page”. “With 

FAST11, we can reach responders directly to help stop these criminals in their tracks instead of watching them 

get away because of responder notification delays caused by the 911 call-in process,” said a big-box retailer.
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